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Summary

Petroleum exploration is an endeavour to search for hydrocarbons through a series of well-defined stages viz The
formative stage, the stepping stone stage, the intensive exploration stage and the paradigm shift stage. Each stage has got its
own nuances and approach.

To complete an exploration program, the element of creativity provides the directions to enhance exploration
success. Here, an attempt has been made to apply a set of creativity techniques to various stages of exploration in order to
enhance oil search. Techniques like brainstorming, parallel thinking, lateral thinking; synectics, chunks-heuristics-patterns,
radiant thinking and visualization are powerful tools when applied judiciously to specific exploration stages. Application of
these creativity techniques at various stages of oil exploration would enhance the chances of oil discovery through breakthrough
thinking.

Finally, as a corollary, what emerges is a Creativity- Exploration matrix as a viable additional tool to aid exploration.

Introduction

What is the key to exploration success? Is it only
knowledge, experience and new technology that is the driving
force? Is it also not ideas, innovative thought processes and
creativity that provide the chunk in armory of exploration
success? With new fields becoming hard to come by in
matured basins coupled with the urge for breakthrough in
virgin basins-has pushed in the urgent requirement of the
generation of new ideas and new geological concepts through
creative thinking. Creativity is not a jargon, a watchword or
a buzzword, but a novel way of approaching geoscientific
or any other problems unconventionally, alternatively, yet
appropriately to arrive at a desired solution.Under the ambit
of petroleum exploration creativity essentially denotes
framing up of unconventional, yet appropriate ideas for the
discovery of hydrocarbons and its application to a certain
set of geological situations.

To stimulate our creative thinking, a number of
creative techniques have emerged over the years.Some of
the emerging creativity techniques which can make powerful
difference to our thinking towards exploration are : Brain
storming, Lateral thinking, Parallel thinking (six thinking
hats), Radiant thinking (mind mapping), Analogies-
Synectics, Biociation, Chunks-heuristics-patterns etc.

Exploration stages and creative techniques

The theme of this paper is to advocate and apply

these creativity techniques at various stages of oil exploration
towards enhancing of exploration thought process to bring
about breakthrough in exploration.

          As understood, there are four distinct stages
of petroleum exploration. Exploration. The nuances of each
stage with possible creativity technique application is
discussed, as under.

First stage : The formative stage

A knowledge building stage, where looking for oil
gas indications on the surface, followed by regional
geological reconnaissance through remote sensing,
geological field mapping and drilling of a parametric well,
is carried out. Thus, primary requirements at this stage are
techniques that will help in basin familiarization, analogy
with another basin.

The central idea in this stage is to build up the
regional geological picture of the basin or province in
question and establish the broad stratigraphic frame work
of the area.It is the time to outline and visualize the 3D model
of the sedimentary basin  using surface geoscientific data to
earmark broad areas for exploration.  The first primary task
is to look for direct indications of oil and gas on the surface
like oil/gas shows and seepages. Remote sensing i.e. aerial
photography and analysis of satellite imageries provides an
essential tool for regional geological reconnaissance.In a
multistage manner, by using small scale sensors, remote
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sensing techniques such as Landsat, Seasat, Spot etc are used
for providing information of the extent of the sedimentary
basins, their structural settings lithology etc. Geological field
mapping follows. Examination of outcrops leads to getting
an idea of their lithology, age, stratigraphy, source rocks,
and tectonics.

Essentially, this nascent stage of exploration is to
get acquainted with the basin  and trying to know the basin.
To understand the basin at this stage, one resorts to analogies
and “Synectics” .Analogy with another sedimentary basin
in a similar geological setup can not only conjure the basin
sedimentation and tectonics but also roughly guess the the
petroleum resource through Synectics. Synectics helps in
fitting together diverse elements, and helps to visualize the
amalgamation of different features of different basins within
one basinal framework.

 “Analogies” and “Synectics” help in basin
acquaintance at this stage. Analogy with another sedimentary
basin under similar geological settings and through Synectics
can help one visualise the petroleum resource in the basin.

 Synectics was developed by WJJ Gordon (1961)
for defining problems in a way that “ make the strange,
familiar and familiar, strange”. This facet can be used to
develop the understanding of a sedimentary basin at this stage
of exploration through far reaching comparisons with other
sedimentary basins in similar milieau.Through personal
analogy, of imagining oneself standing inside the sedimentary
basin, one could visualize the picture of the basin using
surface data. Through direct analogy, with another
sedimentary basin in similar geological settings, one could
grasp several aspects of the basin in question, eg the resource
and the and the possible geological reserve could be fairly
predicted. Through fantasy analogy, wild ideas of
exploration, formulated in mind could be connected to the
concerned sedimentary basin which could provide
breakthroughs.

Second stage : Stepping stone stage

Understanding and application of basin plan
concepts dominate this stage. Gravity magnetic surveys, 2D-
seismic surveys, source rock studies and exploratory drilling
gather centre stage. This is essentially an idea generation
stage, where exploration concepts are built up to initiate
exploration , probed through drilling and workable models
are put into action. Application of exploration play concepts
helps the explorationist to visualize and group a number of

geological factors within the basin to chase hydrocarbon
accumulations in specific setting, prior to exploratory
drilling. The gravity- magnetic surveys aid mapping the basin
configuration, with 2D seismic surveys defining the structural
picture. Surface geochemical sampling provide additional
support  in terms of anomalies in the subsurface. To test the
emergent idea- exploratory drilling follows. The surface and
subsurface record is then tied up. Delineation drilling and
ranking of prospects follow.

Through brainstorming, a wide variety of
exploration play concepts can be generated. The most
convincing geological concepts can be rewarded by direct
probe-exploratory drilling.

Brainstorming is a powerful technique for
generation of large number of ideas in a short
time(Rawilnson,1999).The essence of brainstorming is that
a group of people are encouraged to spell out all kinds of
ideas regarding a particular subject. As a result, a large
quantity of ideas are generated, irrespective of their
qualitative value. Judging the ideas are done later. Any good
idea accepted could further be improved by someone else in
the group. Such “ cross fertilization” helps in crystallizing
about potent powerful ideas about play concepts in
exploration. Through brainstorming, all the play concepts
generated are evaluated and the most convincing geological
concepts are rewarded through exploratory drilling. This is
very essential for exploration at this stage.

Third stage : Intensive exploration stage

Intensive exploration of established structural plays
and preliminary search for stratigraphic traps ensues.
Significant 2D surveys, selective 3D surveys and vigorous
probing by exploratory drilling dominates this stage. In this
intensive exploration stage, huge amount of subsurface data
is generated which needs to be managed and used judiciously.
Alternative geological models, collating with the data and
evaluation of choices of exploration plays becomes
important.

In this stage, the established patterned areas for
structural exploration of particular stratigraphic horizons is
intensively explored through exploration efforts. With
saturation of exp[oration finds at this stage preliminary search
for stratigraphic traps supplements exploration. During this
stage, siginificant 2D surveys, restricted 3Dsurveys and
direct probing by exploeratory drilling ensues.

There is a data explosion at this stage as rapid
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exploratory drliing follows. Oil and gas is discovered inthis
stage and delineation of oilfields follow, along with wildcat
drilling in Greenfield areas.

“Radiant thinking” can work wonders at this stage.
Through a central idea a number of exploration approaches
can emerge and radiate in all directions.

“Mind mapping “ ( Buzan, 1993) is a unique
brainstorming tool that allows one to build up on ideas rapidly
and creatively. A” mindmap” is an expression of radiant
thinking, fundamentally assumes that creativity is organic
rather than linear. Creative thoughts grow like branches of a
tre  from a central point.Radiant thinking refers to the
associative thought processes that emerge from, or connect
to a central point. Any exploration pattern/ play taken as a
central thought point can radiate in all directions in terms of
approaches for further exploration. Any discovery during
this stage can be followed up in different ways through
delineation etc. The choices that emerge are through radiant
thinking. So also are the sub-play types, emerging from a
single play.

Researches have established that huge amounts of
information when segregated into chunks can help experts
in analyzing data quickly. The large volume of data generated
at this stage need to be divided into” chunks” through
grouping of similar problems.Patterns helps us in organizing
information and also provide direct clues for creative
solutions.Features like identifying structural trends and
sequencing of data generated can help  immensely in
analyzing the field data at this stage.Deliberate lookout for
structural patterns are required as direct clues for further
exploration.” Heuristics” or rule of the thumb help in
organizing information into patterns and help in saving time
to scan a database.

“Chunks”, “Heuristics” and “Patterns” can be
simultaneously and complimentarily used to assess huge
volume of data generated by exploratory drilling at this stage.

The gigantic volume of field and drilling data
generated can be assessed by dividing them into “Chunks”
through grouping of similar attitude. Heuristics and pattern
recognition could aid in exploration delineation efforts.

Fourth stage : Paradigm shift stage

With the success in exploration reaching a plateau,
in the last stage a time for concept change emerges.
Generation of new ideas and concepts, search for

unconventional traps and new objectives becomes a
watchword. Creativity can play an outstanding role at this
stage of rejuvenation.  This stage is one of either perishing
of exploration or rejuvenation of exploration through
generation of new ideas.

Creativity  plays a tremendous role during this stage
of rejuvenation. With new thought processes that are
identified at this stage, exploration again begins afresh.

Exploration success in matured basins stagnates
because the mind gets used to structural and fixed concept
patterns that ensues after initial success to break the jinx,
the concept of lateral thinking (Edward deBono) needs to
be introduced.The basic principle of lateral thinking is that
any particular way of looking at thingsis only one out of
many other possible ways. Lateral thinking is concerned with
exploring the other ways by restructuring the information
available.Within the framework of exploration, lateral
thinking helps in organizing data by restructuring or
reframing them in order to come up with a new approach
and answer to a problem. To elaborate, it essentially means
to regroup the geoscientific data and come up with a new
sedimentation model to get further exploration
breakthroughs, when conventionally exploration success
become saturated with the old established play.

To aid exploration decision making and handling
of new exploration choices, parallel thinking ( de Bono,
1995) could contribute immensely. Contrary to traditional
thinking where one wins by argument, in parallel thinking,
all thought choices are put down in parallel. Attempt to
choose the best choice is done later on if decision taking
becomes difficult, all choices are taken ahead together. In
conventional thinking, we look at a problem from different
directions at the same time. In parallel thinking, everyone is
oriented to see in the same direction at a given moment.The
related method of parallel thinking is six thinking hats (de
Bono,1999).Thinking hats are symbols of directions of
thinking. The six coloured hats- white, red, black, yellow,
green and blue corresponds to objective facts and figures,
emotions and feelings, caution and criticism, optimism,
energy- creative and overview respectively.Each hat is used
at a time by all as a thinking perspective to aid decision
making. This technique can be used to great benefit in
retaining or rejecting a new exploration idea for further
pursuance.

Through “lateral thinking”, the concept that the
exploration orientation pursued is only one of the many other
ways possible, breakthrough can be achieved.
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To aid exploration decision making in handling of
new exploration choices “Parallel thinking” (six thinking
hats) could contribute immensely.

“Brainstorming” could be reused at this stage to
add to new exploration perspectives.

Through “Biociation” bringing about new
exploration concepts by unusual association can cause
exploration breakthroughs.

Looking for new exploration plays and concepts is
the hallmark of the exploration stage. Brainstorming can
again be used judiciously t6o generate ideas, however wild
they maybe for new exploration objectives. “Biociation”
( Arther Koestler) relates to combining of unrelated frames
of reference. Essentially it would mean using a concept used
for other discipline in petroleum exploration eg cat scan/
NMR logging.

 The most powerful weapon in the armoury of the
petroleum explorationist is “visualization”.At every stage
of exploration, the explorationist has to visualize the
sedimentary basin in general and a depositional model in
particular with the available data in order to keep the
exploration going. Without a dream, without a visualization,
exploration ceases.Unless one imagines, conjures up
hypothetical situations  and models one’s mind, exploration
cannot progress.

Creativity- exploration matrix

Application of specific creativity technique to a
certain stage of exploration leads to emergence of a

creativity- exploration matrix. As discussed here, a
generalized matrix is envisaged, which could change ,
depending on:

! Exploration objectives
! Vision and goal of the company
! Exploration budget
! External environment.

Conclusions

In ultimate analysis, each exploration stage desires
on e form of creativity or the other. Becoming conscious
about it can only help in our endeavour to search for more
hydrocarbons. Keeping an open mind, unlearning the set of
exploration ideas jammed in preconceived minds and through
fresh ideas generated through different creative techniques,
one can pitchfork exploration to greater heights of success.

Each exploration stage desires some techniques of
creativity or the other. Conscious efforts in this direction
can help in the quest for more hydrocarbons through unusual
but appropriate choices guided by breakthrough thinking.
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Creativity Techniques- Exploration Matrix

CreativeTechnique First Stage SecondStage ThirdStage FourthStage

Brainstorming " o

ParallelThinking "

Synectics "

Chunks, Heuristics,Patterns "

LateralThinking "

RadiantThinking "

Visualization " "

Biociation "
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